Prophage induction in thermosensitive DNA mutants of Bacillus subtilis.
Incubation of thermosensitive dna mutants of Bacillus subtilis at the non-permissive temperature leads in some instances to induction of defective prophage PBSX and cell lysis. A clear distinction can be made between mutants affected in DNA replication at the growing point (extension mutants) and those unable to initiate new rounds of replication (initiation mutants). The former promote PBSX induction to a variable and mutation-specific extent, whereas the latter do not exhibit any signs of induction. Analysis of mutants carrying two dna mutations suggests that products of some dna genes involved in initiation and in extension are not essential for induction but can substantially amplify its extent. However, mitomycin C treatment of dna mutants which have completed their residual DNA synthesis leads to a PBSX induction essentially identical to that obtained by mitomycin C treatment of the wild-type strain, which precludes an essential role for any of the mutated proteins in this induction process. On the basis of our observations we propose that the induction signal is related to the number of blocked replication forks: the larger that number, the higher the proportion of induced cells within the population.